CS 512 Selected Survey Presentation Schedule (4/26 Thursday)

9:20-9:35 Title: A Brief Survey on Taxonomy Construction Techniques
Names: Luyu Gao, Xinwei He and Yunyi Zhang
Reports:

Emails: {luyugao2, xhe17, yzhan238}@illinois.edu

9:35-9:50 Title: A Brief Review of Relation Classification Slot Filling
Names: Jiaming Shen, Yuning Mao, Sha Li, Xiaotao Gu
10:00-10:15 Title: A Survey of Truth Discovery in Information Extraction

Names: Xuan Wang, Yu Zhang and Yinyin Chen
10:15-10:30 Title: An Exploration of the Methods and Challenges of Differential Privacy

Names: Harshit Agarwal and Zach Kimberg

Slides: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1oVFjen8GRo1KiboNWG56jVBX2xfvllrcQSr2acm_Yew/edit?usp=sharing

Reports: 
Emails: hagarwa3@illinois.edu, kimberg2@illinois.edu
10:30-10:45 Title: A Survey of Open Domain Event Extraction

Names: Zecheng Zhang, Yuncheng Wu, Zesheng Wang

Please be prepared and on time and make your presentations interesting.

Thanks!